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ABSTRACT
Since the main causes of climate change are mostly attributable to human consumption, it is critical to target consumers. Inducing behavioral changes in
consumers is a very difficult process, but it is necessary and must be conducted. The most comprehensive and basic method for this is persuasion through
education. This study intends to develop content suitable for consumers to provide them with easy and accurate information on climate change and food
safety. Promotional medium selected was a smartphone-based mobile application in consideration of the promotional effect and accessibility. It will
describe 「Definition of Climate Change」, 「Climate Change & Food Safety」, 「Climate Sensitive Foods, CSF」, and 「Activities and Actions for
Consumers」. Each menu makes use of behavioral elements, moving left and right, and in particular, in the part of climate sensitive foods, it explains to
users the Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella and Bacillus cereus with video images that make application easy and convenient. The application will have
features that help users easily understand and enjoy a subject that may seem difficult by making use of interactive functions and characters. It is expected
to educate them as to how to properly deal with household food safety issues created by climate change.

INTRODUCTION
The problems due to climate changes are not events that will
occur far in the distant future any more. If all of humans make
an effort through changing their behaviors only a little bit in
their daily lives, the problem worsening can be delayed.
Although the climate changes cannot be prevented completely,
their negative effects can be reduced by the human's sincere
efforts.
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CONCLUSIONS
In order to extend the communication channels on food
safety with consumers, it is thought to reinforce development,
education, and promotion of these contents for the provision
of safety information to consumers in the future.
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Climate, in a narrow sense, is usually defined
as the "average weather," or more rigorously,
as a statistical description in terms of the
mean and variability of relevant quantities
over a time period ranging from months to
thousands or millions of years. An abnormal
climate includes all sorts of climate changes
that occur over time, regardless of whether or
not they are caused naturally or by humans.
The climate change directly and indirectly
affects not only crops but also the production,
transport, storage environments of foods.
Therefore the changes of climate factors such
as temperature, relative humidity, and
rainfall bring about the occurrence of fungi
created from the foods as their hosts and the
production of fungal toxin, all of which can
cause serious harms to the health of humans
and animals.
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What will be methods that can cope to climate
changes only by their simple practices in our
daily lives?
- As for foods, establish the dietary plan to
purchase only necessary items.
- Use the in-season foods that are produced in
your own province.
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- After purchasing foods, check and maintain
the appropriate storage temperature.
- Fill the refrigerator only 70% so that cool
airs can be circulated well.

